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Moreover, the Paraguayan soldiers were accustomed to the climate of
the Chaco, and were more or less at home in the jungle, whereas the
Bolivians, whose homelands were several thousand feet above sea-
level, were seriously affected by the tropical conditions in which they
were obliged to fight,1
The first clash between the Bolivian and the Paraguayan forces in
1932 occurred on the 15th June.  Either side accused the other of
aggression on this occasion and in subsequent incidents at the end of
June and in the middle of July. By the last week of July war fever
was running high in both countries, and both had begun to mobilize
their armies. During the latter part of July, the Bolivians succeeded
in capturing two or three Paraguayan forts (in reprisal, they declared,
for the occupation of Bolivian forts by Paraguay), and at the begin-
ning of August they took Fort Boqueron, a Paraguayan post in a
strategic position about midway between the rivers Paraguay and
Pilcomayo, which had played an important part in the incidents of
December 1928.2   Sporadic fighting continued throughout August,
and by the second week of September the Paraguayan Army had
launched a determined attack against the Bolivian forces in the
neighbourhood of Tort Boqueron.   The onset of the rainy season
hampered the Bolivians, who were unable to bring up reinforcements,
and an unsettled political situation in Bolivia added a further com-
plication. Fort Boqueron surrendered at the end of September, and
the Paraguayan successes continued throughout October. Fort Arce,
an important Bolivian post situated to the south of Fort Boqueron,
fell in the third week of October, and by the end of that month the
Bolivians had lost a dozen forts, and a large part of their army was
retreating south-westwards towards their head-quarters at Fort
Munoz, some fifty miles behind the main line of forts (which roughly
followed the 60th meridian). The advance of the Paraguayans, how-
ever, was blocked by Fort Saavedra, which they failed to capture
after severe fighting, and in the middle of November the Bolivian
1	The rank and file of "both armies was composed of Indians.  The Para-
guayans were famous for their fighting qualities and for their refusal to
recognize defeat. Between the years 1864 and 1870, when Paraguay, under the
leadership of the dictator Lopez, was engaged in a hopeless struggle with
Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay, four-fifths of the male population of the
country was sacrificed to the fetish of national honour. Paraguay also had the
advantage of a greater degree of national homogeneity than Bolivia.   The
Paraguayan G-uarani Indians were accustomed to think of themselves as
'Paraguayos', whereas the Bolivian Indians were 'los Indios' first and fore-
most, and were normally in a state of discontent.  The war, however, made
a very strong patriotic appeal in Bolivia as well as in Paraguay, and the moral
of the Bolivian army showed a marked improvement as time went on.
2	See the Survey for 1930, Part V, section (viii).

